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These authors argue that larger auditors have more reputation collateral at risk and are, therefore, less likely to
behave opportunistically. To the ones who teach us golden latter's , and expressions of the highest and most
expensive words in science , to the ones who state their science , their knowledge in few words for us , and
from their thoughts they made a beacon that light our science and success life , to our honored teachers. Also
the existence of IA is considered as a support to other control system within an organization. Indeed, IA has
become an indispensable management tool for achieving effective control in both public and private
organizations Eden and Moriah The internal audit function affects other parties outside and inside the business
organization for example the external auditor relies in different levels on the work that has been done by the
internal auditor especially when the external auditor comes to the decision of the sample size as this sample
will increase or decrease in accordance with how much the external auditor believes that the internal auditing
function has been done appropriately. The efficacy of public sector audits in healthcare for provision of better
healthcare management and service- myth or reality? Evidence from the UK. The researcher advise to make a
lot of researcher which took about earnings management activities in joint stock companies in Gaza strip to
know how can applied earnings management activities in Gaza strip comparing with economics environments
in other companies. As well as determine whether compliance with these standards affect IIA on internal
control systems in these companies has researchers to achieve this yen goals using the first two questionnaires
to examine adherence to professional practice standards for internal audit, and second to examine the impact
of this commitment on the internal control system and use descriptive method. A review of the auditing
profession in China. The development of internal auditing was appeared after Arthur Andersen, Enron scandal
and Italian corporations such as Parmalat. In fact the reputation of a big audit firm is so significant that if this
is shattered, the entire clientele collapse. FEE member bodies represent more than , accountants in Europe.
Perhaps the most notable work relates to the relationships found to exist between audit quality and fees
determination [DeAngelo, ], brand name auditors [Francis et al. A systematic investigation. On the other hand,
in Malta small practitioners and middle-sized firms still blossom and carry out a substantial proportion of audit
work. For full appreciation of internal auditing, it is necessary to trace these developments back and extend
trends into the future. Survey of controllers in the Responsiveness to client needs, US to evaluate existing
executive involvement, effective auditor using item and ongoing interaction with questionnaire to identify
audit committee, industry determinants of audit client expertise and prior experience satisfaction. Two
representations of agency cost were also included in this study being: 1 the changes in agency proxies over a
three-year period preceding the auditor switch and 2 the levels of agency cost proxies in the year prior to the
auditor switch. This serves to deter the auditor from behaving opportunistically, whilst provides protection to
existing audit firms. Exhibit-4 [pp. It helps an entity in achieving its goals by bringing a systematic,
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the risk management, control and
governance processes. All of this leads to the conclusion that the bigger the audit firm, the more assurance
there is in providing higher audit quality services â€” a view also supported by empirical work carried out by
Watkins A. Once a function primarily concerned with financial and accounting matters, internal auditing now
address3KOIes the entire range of operating activities and performs a correspondingly wide variety of
assurance and consulting services.


